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EDITORIAL
To many International House is just another 
college but, for those who live here it is an 
experience. To me International House is a marketplace 
of ideas and knowledge, expertise and inexperience. 
"Kanyana" is an Aboriginal word meaning gathering 
place, and it is in our "gathering place" in Brisbane 
where we, people from all over the world, meet, learn, 
and attempt to understand one another.
Everybody profits in one way or another from the 
International House experience by either being a 
contributor or a benefactor, or both. Few can live in 
International House without coming into contact with 
the ideals of "brotherhood" and the focus on 
international understanding.
The year 1991 has heralded many changes within 
the international political world, emphasised by the 
changes, and now fighting, in the eastern block and the 
Gulf War. So it is important that we, as the younger 
generation continue to emphasise inter-cultural and 
international relationships in order to foster the 
ideals of International House and Peace.
"As light begets light, so love, friendship and 
goodwill are passed from one another.
We who have come from many nations to live in one 
fellowship in International House promise one another 
to pass the light wherever we go."
When Dr. Holm placed this International House 
pledge on the noticeboard many people commented to me 
about its influence, one which many believe will be an 
essential memory of their life at International House. 
I hope this edition of Kanyana helps to relive the 
memories of 1991 which you hold so dear.
EMMA KERSLAKE - EDITOR.
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GOING BEYOND CONFUSION
“Cultural Delegata“, is a short story 
by Frank Moorhouse, one of Australia’s 
excellent contemporary authors. I think that 
this story has some relevance to us here at 
IH.
Martin was an Australian Mho was sent 
to Bulakina as a cultural delegate. He took 
his role very seriously and before he left he 
spent some time reading the protocol guides 
about social customs in Bulakina. As a 
result he knew that the Bulakinese were 
punctual and took speech-making and 
banqueting seriously. He was pleased about 
this because at least at home in Australia he 
had a good reputation as a banqueter and 
speech-maker. He knew that the Bulakinese 
did not dress formally and Martin decided to 
confine himself to an elegantly-tailored 
Chinese-style Mao jacket and cap from Bucks 
of Melbourne.
He knew that when the Bulakinese clap 
you are expected to clap them in return. 
With Bulakinese you avoided excessive 
physical contact and boisterous behaviour. 
He knew about giving gifts to institutions 
and not individuals and that expensive gifts 
such as automobiles and computers were 
embarrassing to the Bulakinese.
He knew not to tip and he knew not to 
give the Bulakinese nicknames. He knew not 
to display affection publicly and not to show 
anger either to other members of the 
delegation or towards the Bulakinese. There 
were to be no punch-ups. He knew there was 
to be no public drunkenness and that the 
Bulakinese were moralistic about sex. And 
guests leave banquets ten minutes after the 
hot towels.
So although he was no good at 
inspecting things, could not remain attentive 
and questioning for long periods and had not 
interest in magnificent scenery, Martin at 
least knew his protocol. Consequently, 
Martin went to his first banquet in his 
elegant Mao jacket and with a pocketful of 
cheap kangaroo pins and was devastated when 
the Bulakinese turned up late and dressed in 
dinner suits. They were also a bit drunk, 
slapped everyone on the back, threw food at 
one another, kissed him on the mouth, grabbed 
his genitals at every occasion and asked not 
too subtly for gifts including automobiles 
and motorbikes.
He was offered sex, and the party did 
not stop ten minutes after the hot towels, 
but went on into the early hours. Later they 
all crept into the army barracks and stole a 
Bulakinese People’s Freedom Army Flag.
The next day, recovering from his 
hangover, Martin, in his food-stained Mao 
jacket and cap, asked his guide what had gone 
wrong. Martin had a profound sense of 
cultural confusion. The guide was still 
drunk and they had shaken off the rest of the 
delegation who were wandering lost in the 
downtown alleys.
At first the guide wouldn’t explain 
but after a while Martin was able to persuade 
him to talk. The Guide revealed that they, 
too, had been briefed on protocol for 
handling Australians. The guide gave Martin 
a translation.
Australians are easy-going about time 
and punctuality and consider it over- 
conscientious to be on time. To be late is 
to protest against despotic employers.
Australian men like to dress up in 
dinner suits as a way of aping their former 
aristocratic rulers. Australians enjoy 
physical contact and there are hotels in 
Australian cities where men go to kiss other 
men and hold hands. This is becoming the 
custom.
Australians like to tip and give 
gifts as a way of showing their generosity, 
as a way of rewarding good service and as a 
way of aiding poor nations.
Australians like to break time- 
honoured rules and customs as a way of 
showing their independence from the chains of 
the past - for example, climbing on top of a 
sacred monument and placing a beer can there, 
stealing a Bulakinese flag from an army 
barracks, diving into ponds and trying to 
catch century old goldfish. This is called 
Larri-kin-ism.
Australians are accustomed to 
indulging their sexual appetites at every 
available opportunity, especially while 
travelling in other countries, which is 
considered to be a "holiday from marriage." 
Singsong girls should be found for Australian 
males and Bulakinese studs for Australian 
women.
Australians like to make jokes at 
each other which is called “taking the mick- 
ie." Australian men sometimes grab each 
others genitals as a gesture of comradeship 
known as Goosing.
And so the guide went on to brief 
Martin on the protocol briefing that the 
Bulakinese Ministry for Foreign relations had 
provided for the reception team. In general 
I guess that situations like this are a 
little extreme for International House. We 
probably never miss the mark quite as much as 
this story suggests. But it is indicative of 
the kind of thinking that many of us learn to 
do: we try to predict how someone else will 
behave in a particular situation and we then 
try to modify our behaviour accordingly. 
Those of you who are valedicting this year 
will have become proficient at it to a 
greater or lesser extent.
But the real key to this story— the 
real key to making IH work— is what happened 
the next day. After the banquet Martin was 
confused— nothing had happened as he had 
predicted. But he didn’t wallow in his 
confusion. He didn’t get angry and lash out 
at those around him. He didn’t become 
critical or cynical. He took action to help 
him understand the situation: he went to the 
Guide and he gently persisted until he got an 
explanation.
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Ab we have seen this year, life at IH 
isn’t always easy. Sometimes life here is 
confusing. Sometimes we are bewildered 
because what we had expected to happen didn’t 
happen. Sometimes we get angry but we don't 
do anything about it. And this happens to us 
all. During the end-of-year interviews I 
have been told of incidents where some 
residents were bewildered or angry with me 
about some things I had done. To a large 
extent they had kept their feelings to 
themselves or to a few of their friends. It 
may have been better if they had found a 
"Guide" within college and have somehow 
worked their way through their confusion. 
Too often people get confused, and bewildered 
and their solution is to withdraw from 
college or at least to withdraw to the circle 
of their close friends who think and feel 
like they do. They withdraw to the safety of 
the known and the comfortable. But all that 
does is ignore the confusion and allow the 
problem to occur again in the future to 
someone else.
The truly courageous act is to go 
back into the confusion to seek understanding 
and explanation. In a place like IH where we 
have over 25 nationalities it is almost 
impossible to know the cultural protocol, the 
cultural nuances and niceties, for every 
national group. But we can develop a sense 
that something is not quite right, that there 
is something that we are failing to 
understand, and then at a later time take the 
time and effort to seek explanation and 
understanding.
May God give each of us sensitivity 
to each other and the courage to overcome our 
confusion in order that BROTHERHOOD MAY 
PREVAIL!
Dr. Neil Holm, Director.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
This was written quickly, I’ll say that now, so if I’vs gotten
something wrong or missed something out, or things seem a bit incoherent, I apologise. 
Whenever I’ve thought about writing this I had grand plans for this last thing to do, 
but these plans fell by the wayside when things began to pile up. But, that, to me, 
is perhaps the story of the year.
Anyway, I suppose I should try and summarise the year. This is difficult, 
because its been so full, but one of the general committee members suggested I talk 
about them and what they did.
The logical place to start is 0-Week. I’ll not forget Mark Keir's Ice skating, 
or chubby bunny, or the bus trip from Mount Cootha. John Morris, you did a good job. 
Also around then was Toga. If anything all involved learned something. Thanks for 
your time and efforts Shen.
The next thing which started happening was ICC sport, which thanks to the 
organisational and inspirational efforts of Emma and Paddo and the individual sports 
convenors, went well. Congratulations, though, must go to the Women's hockey team for 
their win, and to our sportswomen in general for their impressive fourth place in ICC. 
The fact that IH does as well as it does given what we have to work with is a credit 
to the sportspeople of the place and the college as a whole.
Variety night, choralefest, the art show, these things too come easily into the 
mind. Thanks to our cultural convenor, Yvette, and her crew of handy helpers. The 
talent of people around here continues to astonish me.
Of course, I shouldn't neglect to mention the efforts of Mr Craig Drabsch and 
company on the social scene. The Ball, the Dinner Dance, the Parties, I don’t know 
about anyone else, but I forgot my worries and danced and talked to different people 
and had a good time.
Then there’s probably what could be called, in many ways, the most successful 
Soiree in living memory, if not forever. Thank you Sandy for an excellent job. It 
would be easy to do a big blurb about it, but Soiree is one thing everyone understands 
and will remember for a long time, so I’ll leave it to you.
I should also thank the people you don’t see much of but keep thing rolling 
anyway. Monica and Helen have kept the students well represented on the Board of 
Governors. And thanks to Barb, IHAC is now looking like it should. Emma, good luck 
with Kanyana. The results of her efforts are now in your hands. Yulvian, well, Sop 
is still open. And then James and Fiona - what can I say? And Wes, the hardest 
working member of Student Club. We couldn’t have gotten anywhere without him.
To the Senior Residents and Doc Holm, working with you has been an opportunity 
I’ve cherished. It has been an honour and an education. Only with their support 
could integration have gone ahead.
Final thanks list, to all those who gave a shit and got involved, to everyone 
who sat at Head Table at Formal Dinner, to everyone who put up with me, particularly 
my friends.
My final message to you all as Student Club President...I once wrote in an 
essay "personal sacrifice is the ultimate test of one’s convictions in life". I urge 
you to think about this. There is nothing more satisfying than doing something for 
others, and this college is one of the best places to do it. Thanks for your time, 
attention and efforts throughout the year, get keen, and I’ll see you whenever the 
fates allow.
Jason de Rooy 1991 Student Club President.
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VICE PRESIDENT'S REPORT
If anyone would like a 1989 college 
photo, a 1990 college photo or a 1991 college 
photo, will good on them! I can fix you up 
with the first two because you ordered too 
many, but not the third because you didn’t 
order enough.
After reading a few Vice President 
reports from previous years it seems to me 
that the only reason International House has 
a VP it to organise Sunday Suppers, college 
clothing, photos and the first aid course. 
So with these few simple tasks in mind I 
began by term as VP.
Greece kicked off the Sunday Suppers 
with a wild evening of plate smashing and 
Greek dancing, and the USA finished them off 
with a haunting halloween. There were a 
number of other Sunday Suppers throughout the 
year but the list was lost during Soiree so I 
can’t remember exactly what they were.
I would like to thank everyone who 
contributed to Sunday ¿uppers and especially 
the convenors. Sunday Suppers are a unique 
part of our college’s life, as well as a 
major contribution to the International 
flavour of our house. I would also like to 
encourage those of us who are perhaps the 
only person from their country to consider 
having a Sunday Supper. The fact that you 
are the only person from your country who 
lives at IH more than likely means that 
everybody knows very little about your 
culture - least of all what you like to eat.
After the Sunday Suppers began and in 
the early hours of Tuesday March 19, it was 
once again time for the opportunity that 
every Vice President loves - waking everyone 
up at sunrise for the college photo. This 
year however, we even had the added
entertainment of watching Jacqui Tarrant try 
and climb up to the second back row in a 
skirt which was designed for walking along 
flat paths. But like everyone else apart 
from Sue, Ed, Kalisi, Frances, Megan, Jen and 
Nathan, she made it.
The next of my many tasks was to 
organise the college shirts. Yes, everyone 
said they did want the shirts to be in 
college colours. Yes, they were only joking, 
nobody really wants bright yellow polo 
shirts. Yes, there still are twenty left.
The other thing the VP traditionally 
organises is the first aid course. I phoned 
the Red Cross at the beginning of First 
semester and they said that they were not 
running any courses until June. I phoned 
them at the beginning of second semester and 
they said they were booked up for three 
months. So we didn’t have one.
As VP, I think the Student Club has 
had a successful year. All college events 
were well organised and successful. The club 
invested in a number of important assets, via 
the ammenities fund, including a rowing boat, 
the computers, the sound system, and the BBQ. 
There have also been a number of important 
internal organisational changes. These
should see the club functioning smoothly and 
more efficiently in the future.
In addition, I would like to make 
mention of Jason's thoughtfulness in guiding 
these changes through the club. Sometimes it 
was more irritating than an armpit rash, but 
in the end, I think it played a major role in 
the effectiveness of the club’s decisions as 
well as the many areas of college life with 
which it was involved. I would also like to 
thank Wes and Fiona for their support 
throughout the year. And to my successor, 
Andrew Paddison, I hope the college photo 
goes well.
In brotherhood,
James Robertson - 1991 Vice President.
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TREASURER’S REPORT
Despite the fact that Toga was not as profitable as previous 
years, 1991 was still financially successful for International House 
Student Club.
A real gain for student club this year has been financial 
support from the student union. Approximately $3000 was received 
from the union as grants for Soiree and the general running of our 
student club. The 1992 student union has indicated that this support 
will continue next year. They are also in support of an I.H 
controlled Toga Party. Hopefully these promises will eventuate.
A special thanks to Fiona, James, Jason and the general 
committee for their commitment to college this year, and 
congratulations to Kristin on her election as 1992 Student Club 
Treasurer,
Yours Sincerely,
Wes Lerch - 1991 Student Club Treasurer.
SECRETARY REPORT
A(n) (in)famous speech therapist once said "don’t you dare 
ever, ever, ever underestimate the worth of a secretary!" So if you 
read no further, please remember that.
It was hard being a novice, stepping into the shoes of a lady 
with two years experience, but I had a great time. By the end of the 
year I’d come to love the job. Thanks go to Jason for being so calm 
and understanding; to Wes (the strong silent type); and James (he’s 
got the look).
By the time any of them discover that I’ve embezzled most of 
Student Club’s remaining funds, I will safely be in Spain, (or 
somewhere suitably far away). So while I sleep in five star Hotels 
and dine at classy restaurants, I’ll think of you all, Thanks!
Best wishes for 1992 Kate,
Love, smiles and sunshine, Fiona xxxx
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CELLAR REPORT
Andrew Grabski and Shen Fl inde!1.
The Cellar Club year got off 
to a blinding start during 0-Week 
with a hugely successful pig on the 
spit in the beergarden. 0-Week 
provided many fond memories such as 
: - The introduction of the post­
champagne breakfast beer swilling 
frenzies. - Stocking cellar once 
every two days. - The initiation of 
the fun, new, exciting game "May 
brotherhood prevail".
Halfway through the year, 
cellar lost two long serving members 
Oliver Jackson (Cellar master) and 
John Hepburn (key holder). Their 
untimely departure, caused a period 
of such intense mourning we couldn’t 
decide who would be the next cellar 
master.
Thanks to Oliver for his 
fantastic organisation of the Soiree 
Beergarden, cellar received $550 of 
the profits of the day. The car 
rally was well organised, if I do 
say so myself, and everyone who went 
seemed to have a good weekend.
Pre-dinner drinks were pretty 
weakly attended this year, and 
hopefully in the new year we will 
see a re-birth of this opportunity 
to get Monday evenings off to a good 
start.
FINANCIAL STUFF:
Over the year, Cellar made a 
profit of around $250, but this 
figure includes the income from 
Soiree Beergarden. Around $100 of 
the loss made disregarding 
Beergarden can be attributed to 
selling drinks below cost. The 
remaining $200 is unaccounted for, 
except by personal conjecture, (if 
you know what I mean). We hope that 
the same situation doesn’t occur in 
the future. Also, debts have been a 
problem and tighter control will be 
enforced next year. A sad end to 
this year’s Cellar report, but I 
think most will agree that we have 
had a problem this year with this 
situation. Thanks to Cellar’s 
keyholders and other major 
shareholder’s this year. Hope to 
see you in Cellar next year.
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CAR RALLY REPORT 
The Planning :
On the fi rst weekend back from 
winter holidays, Nie Andrew Grabski 
and Shen Flindell went for a drive 
into the lovely Sunshine Coast 
Hinterland. We spent the day 
looking for obscure signs and other 
landmarks, and researching the 
prices of camping and beer around 
Kenilworth. We finally decided that 
Charlie Moreland near Kenilworth was 
a fine campsite, (after finding that 
our original destination had been 
washed out by floods), and that $27 
a carton for cold beer at the 
Kenilwoth Pub wasn’t too bad a buy.
The Teams :
1) Looking stupid in Hawaiian 
necklaces were "the car with 
Hawaiian necklaces" - Matt, Lucy,
Mel and Lawrence. A speedy team 
that liked throwing Lawrence out of 
the car.
2) "The T-Team" - Tod, Tan, 
Tarrant, Tiny and Tolly. Great for 
a laugh with big points on Grub’s 
letterbox.
3) Pregnant and sweet?, "The 
Wedding Team" - Chari se, James, 
Monica and Craig. The best costume 
and the best photos.
4) "The Bevans in Big Bertha"
- Paddo, Scott, Holger, Louise and 
Murray. They didn’t put ice in the 
milk, but they did almost kill a 
baby in a pram.
5) "Nobs from the Middle Ages"
- John, Barb, Kim and Kristin. They 
bought Pimm’s, rotten vegetables and 
the Hokey-Pokey, and that’s what its 
all about!
6) "Slow Sim, brother Prit and 
the Girls" (ie. Nav and Trish).
They sure were slow - they missed 
lunch and had us worried about the 
apples.
7) "The Judges" - Shen, Grub, 
Nie and Paul. The Bevan’s were 
penalised for Worcestershire’ing the
car !
The CAMP :
The Hokey-Pokey, Beer, Pimm’s, 
Bourbon, firedancing, and Grub’s 
harmonica. I’m sure the Kenilworth 
Pub put something other than alcohol 
in their beer.
The Winners :
We based our decision on 
speed, question answering, costume, 
tactics and comic relief. After a 
very close points count, the Wedding 
team were declared the winners. The 
Judges’ decision is final and no 
correspondence shall be entered 
into.
Two months after the car- 
rally, Grub and Shen hand crafted 
the trophy that now hangs in the 
Scoop room. Unfortunately, we 
couldn’t afford a special prize for 
the team themselves, but Mon, 
Chari se, Craig and James have the 
honour of being first to be 
immortalised in burn on this trophy.
We had great fun organising 
the car-rally and I think everyone 
else had great fun participating. 
Next years organisers will have a 
tough time following it.
Andrew Grabski and Shen Flindell.
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LATE ORDERS
Yet again 1991 has been a year 
where the Kitchen staff have managed 
to titillate the palate of 150 very 
diverse tastes. Whatever we may 
have thought of the cuisine, all 
agree it could be definitely be 
described as "interesting”. Among 
the culinary highlights:
Trish: "I loved the lobster on VD
night"
Cat: "more chilli sauce for the
vegos"
Daniel Pang: "my meal is pucking
moving!"
Formal Dinners, an integral 
part of college life, have been 
consistently well organised and on 
the whole the meals were very 
enjoyable . Yvette would like to 
commend Doc. Holm’s choice of table 
wines at head table. Undoubtedly 
the piece de resistance of the year 
was VD night. Lobster, spring 
rolls, strawberry cognac ice cream 
in brandy snap baskets...a night to 
remember. Special commendation to 
our catering manager Di Tavella on 
winning an IH achievement award for 
completing her course.
If I have achieved one thing 
in my time as food convenor, it is 
hot dog bars, often licked, never 
beaten! Loved by many, detested by 
few. Long may they reign.
Rodney Pails - Food convenor.
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SOCCER REPORT 
THE TEAM
Craig - one arm - Drabsch, Daniel - 
My leg doesn’t hurt - Grainger, 
Stewart - I’m the Captain 
McGlashan, Andrew - Raging Bull - 
Paddi son, Natha - Jabu - Da Weya, 
Adrian - Maverick - Morton, Ilaitia
- done my knee - Tuisawau, Rex - 
Prima donna/Ref he pushed me, - Li 
Julian - Sick - Smith, Bill - 
hamstring - Pointing, Jamie - Rugby
- Rafoi, Philip - only if you’re 
desperate - Cheong, Lawrence - the 
little apprentice - Gilbert, Mark - 
6 Goal - Keir, Jason - Missed 
goal/stuffed ankles/old man - de 
Rooy, Bad Knee Ben Agayre,
Paul - Saviour - Arkinstall.
Craig - coach/sir - Gilmour.
The supporters :
Wyatt - the wooz - Kilminster
Nie - huge - Saw
Flick - girlfriend - McIntosh.
Despite an incredible number 
of injuries, (proving Soccer to be 
one of the most manly ICC Sports), 
the IH World XI, plus a few others, 
managed once again to avoid the 
dreaded ICC Soccer wooden spoon.
Yes, it was another year of 
high inspirations particularly with 
a group of enthusiastic freshers, 
led by the voice himself, Lawrence. 
However, reality hit us hard, 
especially Mark, and it became 
another year of coming so close and 
saying "shit we should have won that 
game!" These games included those 
against John’s, King’s and Cromwell, 
where we lost narrowly despite often 
being in control.
We only had one drubbing 
against Leo’s and then it was 
anyone’s game at half time. The 
lads can hold their heads high 
though after our magnificent 2-0 
demolition of Union.
Thanks to all the lads for 
putting in the effort and to our 
perennial supporters Wyatt, Flick, 
Nie and to Mr Craig Gilmour for his 
excellent coaching services.
Next year, though, will be 
another year of aspirations, as only 
a few players are leaving (one who 
has unfortunately been the backbone 
of the team despite his lack of 
fitness and stuffed ankles), so it 
will be an older, more experienced 
IH World XI next year.
THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
- Mark getting pounded by the Leo’s 
forwards.
- Jason having an open goal 2 ft 
away and missing!
- Lawrence getting shit about his 
voice from the Leo’s supporters.
- Julian wearing two different sets 
of boots.
- Jason missing the car rally
- Bertha in general
- Craig’s aggression.
- Jamie’s grunts
- The captain being the last one 
there because he forgot to get his 
ankle strapped.
- Being one of the only two teams to 
score against Leo’s
- Getting a team for EVERY match
- Getting new Jerseys after the 
season was over.
Best of luck next year 
Anon.
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FEMALE HOCKEY REPORT
We won, we had a damn good 
time doing it, and I scored the
winning goal so RASBERRY to
Emmanuel.
That’s all you really need to know 
but I guess I could elaborate just a 
little and give you an insight into 
some of the masterminds behind the
victory, which was, incidentally,
the first time IH has EVER won the 
ICC HOCKEY CUP!
Firstly I should mention our captain 
Barb and her offsider Charise. 
Their only motivation in winning was 
to score as many goals as possible 
in order to win bets of beers off 
one another. Whatever the reason it 
worked because Barb and Charise were 
our top goal scorers. (By the way 
Barb you lost so you owe Charise a 
six pack).
Even the loss of our star backs, 
Louise and Mich, couldn’t keep a 
good team down and with amazing Em 
in the goal and Kate Franks on the 
ball the opposition just didn’t 
stand a chance.
Then there was Monica. Monica hates 
Rum. We can sum Monica up by her 
theory of "to the bottom of the 
glass"; rum and cokes are "for the 
good of the team". The worst
mistake I ever made was scoring a 
goal after THAT night!
And where would we have been without 
the versatility of Sandy, and the 
lightening speed of Tanya and
Jacqui, who are now qualified to 
play almost every position on the
field?
Thankyou, thank you and thank you to 
Sarah, Sim, Linda, Kristen, and
Fiona who put in part time
performances and while sitting off
constituted to our cheer squad.
And Finally I’d just like to say - 
"Thank God for Manty"!
I’d also like to thank Gary for 
coming over and supporting us every 
Saturday. In his words "It ain’t 
over till the fat lady sings" And 
boy did she sing!! ! ! !
Thanks everyone, it was outrageous 
and remember next year we win it 
OUTRIGHT.
Sharmaine Wells - Hockey Convenor.
PS. Congrats to Manty and Barb for 
making ICC
PPS. I should mention that my little 
sister was an amazing coach for the 
short time she was available.
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ROWING REPORT
Well, thank God everyone is 
still alive to tell of their 
adventurous rowing stories. I mean 
who would have expected a rowing 
team, who shall remain unknown (just 
ask Annalisa, Sim, Bronwyn, Helen B, 
or Lucy) when making their way down 
to the starting line for a race to 
get washed into some mangroves. We 
were just lucky that someone was 
there with a speedboat to rescue 
them. But, let me tell you of 
another time when four girls who 
instead of going forward in the 
water, went backwards with the 
current. This time it was up to me 
to rescue them and I didn’t even 
know how to drive a speedboat (I 
learnt very quickly). And I’m not 
even going to mention the time when 
a crew narrowly missed making 
contact with a moored boat, so don’t 
worry Kim your name as a cox will 
remain untainted.
However, with these stories 
there are also stories of GLORY. 
This year in the history of IH 
rowing, a team came the closest they 
have ever to winning a race - they 
came second. It was a great effort! 
There are also individual triumphs 
such as Tanya and Kim who sometimes 
rowed on several occasions in the 
one day to enable others to have a 
row.
Thanks to all the coxes and 
rowers this year. Also thank you to 
all the people that helped at the 
regatta. A special thanks to James, 
Kim, Tanya and especially Monica who 
rowed our new boat - The Mighty 
HIORDUS - some 15 kms to the safety 
of IH water some very early, very 
hot morning, (did I mention just how 
early that morning was?)
This year there has been a lot 
of interest shown in rowing and it 
would be really good, especially 
since we’ve purchased a new boat, if 
this continues in 1992. Despite our 
inexperience everyone tried hard and 
had a good time and after all this 
is what International House sport is 
about isn’t it? And eventually, who
knows maybe IH will become a force 
to be reckoned with not only on land 
but on water as well.
Barb Daveson - Rowing Convenor.
MALE VOLLEYBALL
This year I.H had a slow start 
to Volleyball, but in the latter 
part of the season we did manage to 
record wins over Union and Emmanuel. 
We also had a very close match with 
Cromwell. Thanks to those people 
who trained, played and supported 
throughout the season. It was great 
to see so many people who trained 
and played this year. Hopefully we 
will do better next year, with the 
assistance of new players (hint, 
hint Doc.!) and more experience.
Special thanks to Rex and Andrew Wu 
- setters
Freddie and Itiatia - Spiking 
Mark Keir - all round performance
ICC Piacings - 1) Cromwell,
2) Kings/Leos, 4) Johns,
5) I.H, 6) Union, 7) Emmanuel.
Many Thanks, Philip Cheong - 
Male Volleyball Convenor.
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FEMALE VOLLEYBALL REPORT
The ICC Rugby Union 
competition began with IH trying to 
put together a team. Unfortunately, 
this was not possible due to the low 
number of guys in college who play 
Rugby football, arid therefore we 
resorted once more to Using "Ring- 
ins".
Since almost half of the 
Female Volleyball team hadn’t played 
before, it was a little difficult to 
expect wins at the beginning of the 
season. But, the team improved its 
skills, under Sarah’s coaching and 
guidance, and managed to defeat both 
Duchesne and Union. Thanks to 
Tanya, Kate Dwan, Kate Franks, 
Charise, Sandy, Cat Purcell, Sarah 
Ralston, Maria, Malianna, Shoko and 
Mayu who played throughout the 
semester. Special thanks to E.J 
Hall and Ling Yu for playing the 
last two games. Congratulations to 
Sarah for gaining selection in the 
ICC team and a special thanks to 
everyone who supported the games.
Irene Lam
Volleyball Convenor.
This meant that we forfeited 
every game, and therefore were 
wooden spooners, before the first 
game was played. Nonetheless, the 
players who were from college ably 
represented IH, they were:
Fred Atalifo - No. 8, Lock - second 
row.
Ed Heffernan - No. 15 - Fullback. 
Kalisi Ketenilagi - Inside centre 
Stewart McGlashan - Winger 
Matt Mualia - Halfback 
Ilaitia Tuisawau - Winger, Centre. 
Paul Arkinstall must also be 
mentioned for playing whenever he 
could.
Despite the automatic losses 
IH was able to have a great season, 
and all the players enjoyed the 
games. IH once more had the dubious 
honour of humbling the big names in 
ICC Rugby:
IH V St. Johns Drew 3-3 
IH V St. Leo’s Won 13-4 
IH V Kings Won 8-4 
IH V Emmanuel Lost 9-0 
IH V Cromwell Lost 9-4 
IH V Union Not played
I would like to thank the many 
"Ring-ins" that played for us, 
especially those that faithfully 
attended every training session and 
game. Many thanks also to the 
supporters that turned up every 
week.
Ilaitia Tuisawau - Rugby Union 
Convenor.
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Women’s Tennis Report
Tennis Team Profile
D.O.B. : not early enough to have 
any training sessions.
Members : Mich Crook, Tanya Cross, 
Malianna Sevele, Emma Kerslake, 
Melanie Hawyes.
Last minute Ring-ins : Fiona Sharpe, 
Irene Lam, Linda Carni 1 Ieri.
Handicap : Jen Ahrendt had lectures 
and couldn’t play.
Reiiabi1itv : subject to the general 
health of college, including 
occasional study considerations, and 
usually the ability to consider 
being beaten yet again as a learning 
experience.
Highlights : August 19,1991, Mel
Hawyes wins her singles against 
Union. September 2 1991, Emma wins 
her singles 
against Grace.
Biggest gripes : August 19 1991,
Malianna OID win her singles match, 
no matter what the Union girls say!
Overall result : CENSORED
Favourite saving : I can’t play
tonight.
Favourite fantasy : Jen giving up
her Master’s class so she could play 
tennis for us!
Points to remember : If the score is 
6-2 you’ve done well.
Many thanks to all those who 
played...
Michelle Spuler -
ICC Tennis Convenor.
FEMALE BASKETBALL
Confronted by the forces of 
rivalry and opposing ugliness, the 
IH women’s basketball team, revealed 
their superiority and aggressiveness 
to bounce away in the basketball 
competition this year.
With the "Inspector Gadget” 
arms and legs of Kate Barger with 
her "Alrighty attitude" + the speed 
and consistency of the Kerslake 
sisters + the precision and accuracy 
of the shooting techniques of Sue, 
Ash, Edwina + Yvette + Tanya’s legs 
+ Fiona’s emanating vibrance and 
multicoloured head bands = a 
powerful, unbeatable (oh well 
slipped up once!) combination to 
lead the girls to an almighty second 
place.
Team prostitute...1 mean 
substitute Monica Hore, increased 
the aggressiveness of the team and 
misled the opposition/s supporters 
when needed, (especially those short 
shorts Mon. ed.)
Owing to the talent, courage 
and perseverance of these girls, the 
team was clouded with bitter 
disappointment when only a mere two 
players were selected in the ICC 
Team, instead of the whole IH team. 
Those who were fortunate were Linda 
Carni 1 Ieri and Kate Barger.
Linda Carnilleri 
Female Basketball coach.
SOFTBALL REPORT
One thing you should never do 
as a Kanyana editor is leave your 
report until after you have typed 
everything else out, or you may find 
as I have, that you cannot possibly 
find any imaginative or 
inspirational forms for your report 
to take.
The 1992 Softball season 
started off well, well as good as it 
possibly could at 8 am the morning 
of Soiree - but no! Emmanuel did 
not inflict their customary 
thrashing! WE WON - 12-7. And the 
season followed as planned, well 
with the exception of losses to 
Cromwell and Women’s, to give IH 
possibly their highest position EVER 
on the ICC Softball ladder - third.
Well what was to be expected 
with the great college sporting 
reputations of Maria Schweitzer our 
American import, and Monica Ho re, 
Charise Kennedy, Fiona Sharpe, Sandy 
Kilminster and Nicola Keely covering 
us in the outfield. Mel and Kim did 
well just learning to master second 
base, with old timers Manty at third 
and Barb had the short stop al 1 
covered. Sarah pitched throughout 
the season and many thanks to Tanya 
Cross who managed to play first base 
for us, after the team spent most of 
the season with a "can you play 
first base today?" scenerio. Thanks 
also to Foong Han, Rachel le and 
Suzie who were all learning to play, 
and covered the bench as reserves, 
sometimes played but mostly 
supported.
Thanks to all the girls who 
trained regularly, even when we had 
to take it in turns with the 
shortage of gloves and I’d like to 
mention the dedication of all the 
girls who never complained, because 
of the large team, that they often 
had to hold the fort, in the dugout.
Finally one wee interesting 
thing to note is the double role of 
our softball scorers, who in two 
consecutive seasons have also 
managed to "score" with a team 
member, just ask Rob Wells or Craig 
Drabsch and I’m sure they’ll let you 
in on their tactics.
Thanks again to all the girls 
who put up with me and my 
expectations of everyone. I think 
they were fully revealed.
Emma Kerslake
Softball Coach and Convenor.
MALE TENNIS REPORT
Well yet again IH male tennis 
was a disaster!! Despite the
presence of our college legends 
Navindra 'the brat’ Muniratna and 
Rob 'olgringo’ Wells and new talent 
in the form of Lawrence 'the little 
apprentice’ Gilbert, IH was beaten 
convincingly throughout the season. 
Our only soulace being that Nav and 
Rob did manage to win a couple of 
sets and so were not totally
"dishonoured".
Anyway enough of the bagging, 
the boys tried really hard but were 
simply outclassed. Thanks should go 
to Andrew Paddi son and Craig Drabsch 
for putting in good contributions. 
Perhaps the best suggestion 
regarding our season was from Rob 
when he suggested to borrow the 
unused practice money and go down to 
the pub!
Better luck next year guys, 
Scott Radeiiffe - Male Tennis 
Convenor.
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RUGBY SEVEN’ S
1991 saw IH participate in two rugby sevens Tournaments, i) 
the customary Emmanuel invitational sevens and, ii) the Innagural 
Sunnybank Sevens. Both these tournaments were of very high class 
and in some cases it was IH which showed class and professionalism 
far above and beyond which was needed to probably win the 
competitions. However, it was inconsistency which proved the demise 
of both the skillful teams that IH fielded.
This mixed bag of Rugby was no more evident than in the 
Sunnybank Sevens which saw IH coming off a 18-12 defeat to QUT, to 
go on and display, what I thought, was possibly the best seven’s 
football I’ve seen and definately the best I’ve ever been part of. 
The professionalism, intensity and skill outstanding with the IH 
team demolishing a strong Griffith University team 36-4, with 22 
points being scored in 15 minutes. With legendary players such as 
Fred "Kimosabie" fttalifo, Matt "the armoured pram" Mualia, Ilaitia 
"chariots of fire" Tuisawau and Kalisi "the hitman" Ketenilagi, IH 
was always sure to fare reasonably well; even against more well 
disclipined and trained teams. The scores from the tournaments were 
as follows:
EMMANUEL SUNNYBANK
IH V St. Pauls(Sydney) IH V QUT
0 12 12 18
IH V Emmanuel Old Boys IH V Griffith
0 18 36 4
IH V Barbarians IH V Cromwel1
22 10 16 12
IH V Union IH V Leos
IB 8 8 16
If IH can maintain this heart and rugby soul along with the 
fun attitudes, IH rugby will always be a force to be reckoned with 
in the future.
My thanks are extended to the following residents Who played 
for IH: Matt, Naka, Ilaitia, Fred, Kalisi, Julian, Stewart, Andrew 
Pene and anyone else who I have missed, and also to the ex-residents 
and friends who played with commitment and heart throughout 1991. 
Special thanks to Ilaitia for looking after the 15’s.
Many thanks, Tod Mathews - Rugby Convenor.
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FEMALE SQUASH REPORT
Well Squash has never been an 
integral part of life at
International House, well not since 
way back in the mid-eighties when 
the male squash team almost won ICC, 
and needless to say this year was no 
exception to the rule. Nor was it 
an exception to the rule that 
although we always come last we 
always have more fun than the other 
teams. Actually that is a big
whopper stopper lie - we actually 
beat Johns!!!! Thank you to the 
girls who played, Charise the 
veteran of the team who has been 
there the last three years, Emma, 
Kristen, Sim and Kate Dwan (I hope 
the season proved useful in your 
performance anxiety assessment) - 
who all made their debuts this year 
and will hopefully be there for a 
few more years. I would
particularly like to thank the young 
ladies who held the fort while 
Charise and I went to see Vince 
Jones. Despite such obvious
dedication (to Vince Jones) I 
managed to scrape in the ICC team - 
even though I didn’t choose the 
team!!
Sandy Kilminster - Squash
Convenor.
Swimming report
Ja, Ja ve vent Swimmen ja! Und 
ve all hat ein gutes time ya. Ich 
vent schwimmen mit Stewart, und 
Monica, und Yvette ya, ya, und 
Sarah, und Paddo, Philip, und Matt, 
ja und Kim Davies. Danke sheen to 
all of zee happy supporters. Doktor 
und Frau Holm ver at zee pool und 
zey vatched us going schwinnem ya!
Anyway, swimming vas lots of 
fun! We watched people get pushed 
in and have their towels stolen. 
Then when ve vere sitting there oil 
this rottn froot came up in the air 
over the fences and boys from Johns 
came in, in school uniforms with 
umbrellas and sat down. There vas 
lots of singin ja, und people poked 
fun at other people. I had massive 
fun...we 11 it was a bit uncoof I 
s’pose, but the pool was nice!! And 
I would like to encourage anyone who 
has ever considered swimming to do 
so at the next ICC carnival. Its 
not too late for IH to become eins 
great sporting nation...umm.., 
state...urn.., college. Aul
Vierdersehn,
that’s all from me,
love and waves, Fi xxx and Stewart
(He got und ICC und all I got vas
sore shoulders!!).
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MALE HOCKEY REPORT
Was it a miracle, pure arse or 
by gritting experience that the IH 
male hockey team managed to be 
placed in equal third position this 
year. This, according to our coach 
the infamous Wobby Wells was our 
best result in 'donkey’s years’. 
And how was this coup achieved? 
Through a tantalising mixture of 
experience, fresh imports, heaps of 
supporters, 8 am starts, and a 
degree of determination not seen in 
years, we managed to make IH men’s 
Hockey a force to be contended with.
Our successes included, 
defeating Cromwell 2-1 and Union 3- 
2, while we drew with Emmanuel and 
Leo’s 1 all. Several other losses 
were extremely close and could have 
gone either way.
The miracle team included 
Daniel 'hucker’ Grainger, Stewart 
'Crashin’ McGlashan, Julian 'dive’ 
Smith, Matt 'air swing’ Mualia, 
Andrew 'take their legs from under 
them’ Pene, Wayne 'the flash’ 
Whiteside, and James 'improvement’ 
Robertson, in the forwards.
Halves included Oliver 
'headbutt’ Jackson, Jason 'blocker’ 
de Rooy, Robert 'Coach, wobby, 
Maestro, I’m never playing again, 
legend’ Wells.
The wall “Backline" consisted 
of Mandev 'we were robbed’ Singh, 
Greg 'highlander’ Campbell, Mohan 
'aggression’ Jacob, and Adrian 
'sorry I can’t make it’ Moreton. 
The last resort was Scott 'Ratt, If 
you can’t beat ’em deafen them’ 
Radei iffe the illustrious Goal 
Keeper.
Many thanks must go to our 
coach and confidant Robby Wells for 
all his effort and enthusiasm this 
season and further congratulations 
to Rob for making ICC for the third 
year in a row! Special thanks also 
to all our supporters (Especially 
the women’s team) who drove us to 
greater heights!? Look out for us 
next year!
Scott Radeiiffe 
Hockey Convenor.
What has red hair, a wholesale 
condom distributory, a coke 
addiction, three-quarters of an Arts 
degree and strange sleeping habits? 
The IH Debating team!
Officially we didn’t exactly 
scoop the pool, but we had a lot of 
fun arguing that: flannelette shirts 
are the epitome of style, second is 
better than first, and that to be 
'art’ a piece of work must be seen. 
Sarah Ralston, Rachelle, Greg, 
Rodney and Tyler were the unenviable 
team that had to come up with 
feasible (and sometimes downright 
ridiculous) arguments for the above, 
so beware if the topic at the dinner 
table even turns in this direction 
because our opinions on the subject 
will be anything but debatable.
Rachel le Al len.
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Pharmacy Report
The first few weeks we served 
as college pharmacists it was funny 
to see that anyone leaving our rooms 
felt the need to justify to passers- 
by their innocent reasons for having 
visited us. But after the obvious 
jokes about bulk-orders and personal 
fittings wore off and the smiggers 
whenever anyone asked if we stocked 
Asprin subsided people seemed to 
take us, and college pharmacy 
relatively seriously.
We must say that it has been a 
great help to the students (and to 
us as we had all the merchandise and 
didn’t have to go out when we needed 
it!!). Sales have been very 
satisfactory and we learnt how to be 
very discreet.
It has been an experience for 
us, and hopefully when it’s time to 
elect the new pharmacists, people 
will think twice when voting, 
Remember, its a very sensitive 
position and you never know when it 
will be your turn to visit pharmacy.
To all those who used our 
services, we hope you experienced 
the joy and satisfaction which comes 
with a pharmacy visit: those who
didn’t, you have next year to catch 
up on this valuable part of college 
l i f e !
Thanks for your patronage,
Ben Agyare & Rachelle Allen.
IHAC REPORT 1991
This year many weird and 
wonderful things have 
happened...Know Your Neighbour has 
pictures in it and has now been 
printed two years in a row, the IH 
Achievement Awards have been 
rehashed, the position of IHAC has 
become known by some businesses as a 
beggar for money, IHAC has become a 
voting member of the General 
Committee and also not forgetting 
the many Rotary Dinners throughout 
the year where Rotarians have been 
graced with the presence of IH 
residents, (graced?)
Thanks to Jackie Olsen, 
Rebecca, Mrs Holm, James, Andrew Wu, 
and James for being on the IHAC 
committee and thanks to any people 
who have make suggestions or have 
come along to the meetings. Also 
thank you to the people who went to 
the Rotary Dinners.
This year it was interesting 
to see how many people ran for the 
position of IHAC Convenor. 
Congratulations and good luck to 
Sandy for 1992. I think that the 
position of IHAC has a lot of 
potential and I hope that this will 
be developed in the future.
Barb Daveson.
International House 
Awareness Committee Convenor
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"Is this the real life?
Is this just fantasy?
Caught in a landslide 
No escape from reality..."
BOEMIAN RAP CITY
Once again this year 
International House played a very 
active role in Choralefest, a night 
of chorale (and sometimes not so 
chorale) performances by each of the 
residential colleges on campus. In 
what has became something of a 
tradition, we managed to produce a 
very good performance for the 
audience who attended.
Our first song was the 
somewhat different "Bohemian 
Rhapsody" by Queen, which was 
skillfully arranged by Rachelle 
Allen, who tried very hard to get us 
all to sing our parts and succeeded 
most of the time. Who will forget 
Nie and Greg’s "Galileo!" or 
Yvette’s "no, no, No, NO, NO!, NO!! 
NO!!!". It was heartwarming that so 
many people felt we sang well - if 
only they had been at the dress 
rehearsal?! At this point I must 
congratulate Yvette on her quick 
thinking in stopping a stampede out 
of Mayne Hall in the middle of our 
act when an interval was mistakenly 
announced.
Chris Kang then entertained 
the audience with some lovely songs 
accompanied by his guitar while 
Mandev and I hastily moved props 
around.
Our final number was a singing 
and dancing rendition of "One night 
in Bangkok" from the musical Chess. 
This song, with its East meet West 
and international flavour, was very 
appropriate for our college. Our 
talented dancers dazzled the 
audience, and Tanya dazzled not only 
Greg but the entire Leo’s 
contingent! All in all it was a 
great effort, especially from those 
who insisted throughout that they 
had two left feet, but seemed to 
find their right one on the night. 
Rodney Pails.
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VARIETY NIGHT
It was a warm autumn night. The air 
was heavy with emotion - nerves, excitement, 
frustration, anxiety.
In less than two minutes everything 
would either come together or crumble to 
pieces around our ankles. The result was a 
variety of surprises, the main one being how 
smoothly everything appeared to follow on. 
We managed to find many of the hidden talents 
owned by the Mazing people we live and 
breathe with everyday.
The singers were represented in 
abundance, including Brenda, Jill, Chris, 
James, Dennie and Grub?! All indicating that 
were in fine voice this year which will 
hopefully be reflected in our choir not only 
this year but also in the years to come. The 
instrumentalists among us were Kate Zavros 
and Barb, Shoko and Rex, and the most unusual 
was "our weelettle Greggory wit his bagpipes 
and his wee lettle red cheek na then".
The dancing was, to say the least, 
very dramatic and "Flashy". We had the 
graceful Chinese dancing, Matt and Jamie's 
version of the chicken dance, Jamie’s wiggle 
and who could forget the flaming (Or flamin’) 
fire-dance!? Certainly not this little black 
duck, that’s for sure. As Matt’s huge 
flaming inferno was flung at the roof then 
hurled at the floor some 5cm from the 
electric cords my heart was flung to the roof 
of ay mouth then hurled into the depths of my 
stomach within centimetres of my bladder 
cords. I don't know about anyone else but 
the fire dance had my eyes popping out of my 
head more effectively than any thriller ever 
has. The other truly memorable act of the 
night would have to be the ABBA 
revival/burial. A really well done spoof.
Of all the performers we must not 
forget the improvisers, the ones who keep the 
show running. In the audience you rarely 
know or even suspect the little dramas that 
occur backstage. This years show as with all 
others was no exception we had many a last 
minute hassles. The improvisers we had 
included our hosts Mayu and John Morris, the 
man with all the tricks Ocean, and the guy 
who managed to turn the Drama club segment 
into a mass orgy - thanks Nie.
The other great talents that came out 
on the night might not have been so obvious. 
Such things as Katie’s great job on the art 
work. She used some truly amazing talents to 
pull off the stage and props to an almost 
professional level. She even landed an $85 
speeding ticket in an attempt to make it to 
college in time for the dress rehearsal, what 
a hero hey! Mark Keir’s efforts were also 
well worth noting it's good to know we have 
another sound technician and it made John 
Chappell’s job much easier, knowing he didn’t 
have to operate the lights and the sound. 
Kate Franks, Roz and everyone else who helped 
out feeding the mobs and with the food in 
general, thanks. Emma and Sim did a 
brilliant job of getting people organised, 
motivated and on time for rehearsals. And of 
course I can’t forget Rodney and Mich who did 
the programmes.
Everyone that put Variety night
together did an excellent job showing how 
much can be achieved when people work as a 
team. The other thing that alighted from the 
night was how little we know about the people 
we live with and spend a great deal of time 
with. How many of you knew about all talents 
that became apparent on the night and for 
every talent flaunted in the show I'm willing 
to bet that there is two more we don’t know 
about. So open your eyes a little and become 
aware of the people you live with and try to 
discover what makes them tick. For this 
reason I believe Variety night is a wonderful 
event in college which was very successful 
this year. Thanks everyone and thanks to 
Choo.
Love Yvette - Cultural Convenor.
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ART AND POETRY EXHIBITION
Life is an art form, if you 
think about it. I mean everything 
is art. Like, if you look at 
something in a different way than 
anybody else, that’s art. You can’t 
tell me that you don’t like art, 
’cause you are art. O.K, even if 
you don’t like yourself, you are 
still indulging in criticism of art. 
You see? Anybody who says that 
humans can survive without art is 
either wrong or lying. HEY! Don’t 
get me wrong, I’m not saying I hate 
those people. I mean the actual 
state of being wrong or being a liar 
can become an art form. So to 
celebrate the ubiquitous nature of 
ART, we got groovy and had an art 
and poetry exhibition. Thanks to 
all of those who expressed 
themselves by contributing, or 
coming down for a look, or ignoring 
it.
Murray and Shell. NEU BIRTH
ART, ART, ART, ART, ART, ART, ART, 
ART!..... Kate Barger
TERRORIST VICTIM
I search, in vain, for the eyes of life 
No one but HE possessed.
All I see is a bloody mess
where the little bullets did the work
Of one thousand angry men.
FIONA SHARPE
The rain on a winter’s day 
fills the spirit 
with newness 
of life
From stillness
the hub of all motion 
comes flow and rhythm 
of energy 
space 
time
The enigma of emptiness 
breaks through
bubbles burst 
windows fragment 
for once
peace beyond words
How can one speak 
or label
this which defies verbalization?
Only then
in the moment 
of here and now
___  a new birth
a new awakening 
a new cry 
AUM
CHRIS KANG
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THE FOUR SEASONS
Flowers of Spring
rainbow colours
filling the air with fragrance
Summer light
rays of warmth
radiant faces, radiant hearts
Autumn leaves
buoyant descent
cushioning meditators’ feet
Winter snow
icy white
decorating majestic peaks
CHRIS KANG
SQUARE
I marvelled at my drawing of a 
PERFECT CIRCLE.
Something sacred, highly honoured, and 
Previously Da Vinci’s forte.
How could someone with as little artistic ability 
as myself, be able to draw a 
PERFECT CIRCLE,
I wondered.
The first success of my life at last.
I was indeed on cloud NINE.
Until they told me it was a 
SQUARE.
FIONA SHARPE
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FORSAR
A cliff before the moonlight 
in the darkness of the night, 
the clouds so thin and scattered 
and the breeze so soft and Tight.
The waves that crash against the rocks 
at the footsteps of this peak 
to try and climb this tower taTT, 
despite a goal so bleak.
And what is this that crys aloud 
a song so sadly sung, 
who dares to shout and break the peace 
where silence so long hung.
And clouds and rocks and waves 
their thoughts so fined upon their goal 
turn eyes and ears to watch and 
hear this protest loud and bold.
Again a call, again a howl, 
again a saddened sigh, 
he looks above with eyes intent 
awaiting a reply
And through the night his patient plight 
a goal so strong and set 
To speak to her so far away 
an outcome never met.
Cause she can’t see him on the ground 
though on a cliff he stand, 
for she the moon so high above 
with heaven in her hand.
Why bother with a wolf so small 
and hidden in the dark.
Why bother with a wolf at all 
of earth hardly a mark.
The moon she now begins to set 
and leave the wolf again 
for him to wait another day 
and then at night he’ll send 
another cry another call 
to waiting ears so deaf 
awaiting in a silence cruel 
to feel her speaking breath.
Alas she’ll leave him once again 
as when before she went 
again he is made to walk alone 
in lonliness he is sent.
But no more will he walk this path 
for bit by bit he creeps 
towards the edge he nears to her 
to make his mighty leap.
For now his blood flows to the sea 
and pains he just to breathe.
His eyelids, soon he is to close 
for now it’s he who’ll leave.
Leave will he from his lonely world
as life does ebb away
He does not sing he cannot speak,
though many things he say
with eyes so full of happiness
contented there he sleeps
For now she feels his love so deep,
for now the moon, .'.she weeps.
DANIEL GRAINGER
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TOGA REPORT
This is • prstty long Togs Report, 
but I think this year's Toga mss crucial 
enough to deserve it.
I think the prevailing attitude when 
organising this year’s Toga was, "If I do the 
best I can. Toga will be a success. If I 
make sure that no one can hurt themselves, 
advertising’s good, the venue’s big enough 
and we stamp out competition, well be right." 
Right up until 0-Week, Toga euphoria made me 
think Toga would be a big money-maker, just 
because it always has been. The problem is I 
put our money on the wrong team.
Surprisingly, the first thing I 
thought, way back in August 1990 was, "What 
stops someone else organising a Toga Party - 
do we have a trade mark or something?" I was 
told that on the few times someone else had 
organised one, it was a flop, because the IH 
Toga was the only toga - Toga Euphoria, you 
see. I applied for a trade mark 
registration, just to be safe. I was sure 
we’d get it, because "IH" Toga was a legend.
One night, on a whim, I went on an 
EUS pub crawl, where I met the newly elected 
Activities VP, Eric Crooks, this guy told me 
he was organising a Toga Party and he wanted 
to join forces with IH. He has no venue, no 
sponsors, only Union backing. Meanwhile, I 
was having it easy - pubs and brewing 
companies were offering all they could just 
to give them a stab at helping out with the 
legendary "IH" Toga Party. So I humoured him 
and said "Come and see me", which he never 
did.
Around early January, we had Ship Inn 
eating out of our hands, a massive area 
waiting for a huge Toga Party, MMM 
sponsorship and I was looking at a Toga Party 
for Ten Thousand! The Union, with Leo Ryan 
as 0-Week Director carrying out Eric Crooks’s 
wishes, had a tentative booking at Davies 
Park, and for Lovechild, the band at Toga 
’90. They’d been pressuring me to organise 
Toga with them, which is to say, remove all 
competition. I stuck with Ship Inn. Toga 
euphoria had set in firmly. To be safe, Leo 
Ryan, Andrew Scrivenor (Ship Inn manager) and 
I struck up an agreement to keep us al 1 
happy. Neither venue would admit more than 
five thousand before both venues had five 
thousand. In other works, if Ship Inn had 
five thousand people through the gates, we'd 
start bussing people over to Davies Park (the 
other venue). We’d share our posters with a 
"Double Toga Party". Great deal - nobody 
loses, and its safe for everyone. Besides I 
was still going to get a trade mark for our 
Toga.
A couple of weeks later two crucial 
things happened. I got a letter from the 
Patents, Trade Marks and Designs Office (more 
of this later), and Andrew Scrivenor booked 
"Love in Chains" to play at the Ship Inn.
Love Child and Love in Chains were 
very similar bands. They sounded pretty 
similar, and even looked pretty much the
same. They also had about two musicians in 
common, and these two musicians decided to 
play with "Love in Chains". Leo Ryan (of the 
Union) had booked Lovechild, so he wasn’t too 
happy with us for booking "Love in Chains. 
Basically the agreement was off. No problem, 
we thought (here we means, Andrew Scrivenor, 
several Ship Inn and IH people and I) - 
Toga’s got no problems.
About a week before 0-Week we heard 
rumours of a "Great-Court Toga Party". These 
rumours remained unconfirmed until I went in 
to help print IH 0-Week t-shirts and found a 
flyer saying something like, "the Original 
Toga is back where it belongs, in the Great 
Court". At this time our posters were 
disappearing overnight - Toga euphoria bit 
the dust!
It was time for some major publicity. 
The problem was every time we put posters up 
they’d disappear. Later, our posters had 
yellow bits of paper saying Great Court Stuck 
on them. I accused Eric Crooke of not being 
the most savoury or ethical businessman, but 
he denied all. The Union employees we caught 
at 3.30 one morning didn’t deny anything, 
though.
Not much needs to be said about the
night. People came__very slowly. Many used
VIP passes. We were fighting Ship Inn 
management unti 1 the very end to let us keep 
taking cover charge. We were lucky. We made 
$900. Ship Inn lost ten thousand dollars.
Toga Euphoria really came into 
perspective when I started working on getting 
a trade mark again. The letter from the 
Trade Marks Office basically said that the 
term "0-Week Toga Party" was not distinctive. 
No problem, I thought - this is the legendary 
"IH" Toga party. It has been around for 
years - it’s distinctive by use (which is 
also grounds for granting trade mark 
registration).
After Toga, I did some research. 
Student Club had no records at all, so I 
looked through every Kanyana from 1966 to 
1990. I learnt a lot, but not about Toga. 
Everyone should read old Kanyana’s; it gives 
you a feel for the place. The first mention 
of Toga was around 1985 - a photo from an 0- 
Week report. The next major mention was in 
Shane Griffins 1990 Mega-Huge-Big Bikkies 
Toga Report. Toga obviously wasn’t the big 
legend Toga Euphoria said it was.
I don’t think the Union Toga itself 
was wrong. I've no reason to say they 
shouldn’t have had a Toga Party, Great Court 
or not. Eric Crooke’s reasons for organising 
it was "to bring the money back to all the 
students", or that’s what he told me anyway. 
Seeing the remnants of ’91 Toga posters 
around bring back memories like, postering 
with John Hepburn, Barb and Kate Zavros 
(thanks guys), one morning until 4.30 am, 
only to discover Union employees pulling our 
posters down again. Arguing with Eric Crooke 
over postering ethics. Fighting back by 
writing added details in Niko, with Craig and 
Vvette (that morning ended with a drunk Leo
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SHOP REPORT
Ryan and Eric Crooks thraatsning to boat us 
up if we didn’t leave the Union Complex) - 
thank you Craig and Watte for putting up 
with that too.
Thanks also to Wes, Jason and 
everyone who came out postering and chalking 
back in those euphoric days of 
0-Week. Good luck next year to Tod, and I 
hope Toga Convenor doesn’t remain a political 
position as it became this year.
Shen Flindell - Toga Convenor.
BOARD OF GOVERNORS 1991 -  A 
YEAR THAT SAW:
Dr. Brian Hirschfield, board 
member since college inception 
retire.
- The Beergarden upgraded to comply 
to safety standards, furnished, and 
referred to as "the terraced area" 
at meetings.
The College row boat "Hiordus”, 
computer, amplifier, and cutlery 
purchased with student amenities 
fund money.
E Tower parapet railing and 
commonroom redevelopment and 
completion.
- The refurbishment of the computer 
room.
- Christina Heybrock fall asleep at 
meetings.
The Constitution and Foundation 
committee engage in wordy and 
extensive correspondence with the 
Department of Justice and Corrective 
Services.
Foong-Han Wong and Mark Chappell 
elected as B.O.G. representatives 
for 1992.
Good luck next year!
Monica More, Helen Jenkinson 
B.O.G representatives.
The most popular item in shop 
for this year was not the ”2 minute 
noodles" or the "mars bars" but the 
“SOP OPEN" that drew the college’s 
attention at 9.30 pm every evening. 
With three additional shopkeepers it 
has been difficult to keep shop 
stocked, as it is always to be found 
with depleting stock.
This year Weis bars, banana 
bulla’s and chocolate fudge bulla’s, 
Snickers and Crunchie Ice creams, 
tomato sauce chips, chomps, sharks 
and many more new foods have been 
introduced into shop.
This year is my last year in 
shop as I have been sop keeper since 
1989. I would like to thank Craig 
Drabsch, Manty and Louise who have 
done a marvellous job this year. 
Also a special thanks should go to 
Barb Daveson who has worked with me 
for the past two years.
Thank God, I am not shop 
keeper any more! Good luck to Sim 
Bansi for next year.
However, I am sure "Sop Open" 
will still remain floating around 
the bottom of G-Tower every night.
Didn’t we have a lovely time 
the day we went to Natural Arch? A 
beautiful day, we had lunch on the 
way and all from the wonderful 
Kitchen, you know....
Thanks to the committee, the 
participating first years, and also 
to all those older students who came 
back early to join the fun. An 
extra special thanks to Julian, 
Brenda, Nie and company for putting 
such a mammoth effort into locking 
me out of my room at 4 am. in my
pyjamas........Today’s the day the
teddy bears have their picnic!
John Morris - 0-Week Convenor.
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0-WEEK
Monday 17th Fabruary 1991 will 
probably ba a day to ranamber for this yaar’s 
freshers. The night bafore, the seniors 
calmed our fears of 0-Week in telling us that 
they weren’t as horrible as the seniors in 
other colleges (we had all heard the stories 
of horrible tortures executed upon the 
ignorant, young and eager freshers).
The day started as normal, except for 
one small difference - we were woken by the 
screeching of a very loud radio which is the 
same time blasted our ear drums to kingdom 
come. Our kind and loving seniors thought 
that a nice scenic jog around the University 
would be a good start, the only problem was 
it was only six in the morning. As the 
groans of the unimpressed filled the still 
night air Megan, one hell of a mad cookie, 
decided, FOR US, that we should do some 
stretching...After my stroll around the 
University, we were looking really fresh and 
at our best, for our first year photo ideally 
situated under the naturally occurring annual 
waterfall phenomenon that originated from G- 
Tower.
The city rally was the next activity 
on our agenda. What we thought would be a 
day in town, getting to know our way around, 
is. the best night clubs to go to and where 
the cheapest alcohol was etc. But we 
underestimated the 0-Week committee. The
city rally is actually the cheapest way for 
the seniors to get things to decorate their 
rooms with under the pretence that the 
freshers would be generously rewarded with 
J.D.R’s. J.D.R’s were the official monies 
that could be earned for any deeds well done. 
They were named after the one and ever 
powerful Jason de Rooy President of the 
student Club, hail Jase, the ever
powerful....anyway the Pyjama Party was an 
enlightening experience, the idea of the
party was that..wait for it__everyone wore
Pyjama’s!!! However, the real highlight of 
the evening was the game played - "That 
Brotherhood may Prevail" I think it would 
suffice to say that it is a very interesting
past time and probably one of the quickest 
ways to get rolling drunk! By the way, Ice 
skating is a great way to get to know people 
and Stew and Kate Franks can tell us all 
about that!
Another effective way of getting 
sloshed is drinking a lot of champagne at six 
am on Mount Cootha on an empty stomach..I 
think it must have been fun__
The third and most effective method 
to achieve the state, however, was discovered 
by our very own Trish.. .although her method 
is not as highly polished as the first two, 
it still managed to earn Trish the highly 
acclaimed 0-Week Golden Stubbie.
I suppose Sea World would have been 
good - its a pity, though, that none of the
freshers had any money left. Natural Bridge 
was a nice place. Stewart and some others 
decided to show off their manliness by 
jumping into the water from the bridge while 
others just ran into the woods, and imagined 
faeries and philosophized.
The end of the week came too soon but 
with it came the icing on the cake - the
fresher awards__and the nominees are Lucy,
Simrajeet Bansi__ and the winner
is..(drumroll).. SIM. Screams everywhere as 
the star strolled to the stage through the 
throngs of people to collect her prize for 
kleptomaniac, but, to her dismay she found 
that it had been stolen!!
Other prize winners included Phil and 
Megan for Cupid’s couple, Julian for Fresher 
Shit, Nathan Green for college Houdini and 
Matt for the Arnold Schwatne....then out came 
the monies for the slave auction, revenge was 
sweet.
And as the sun set, it hailed the end 
of yet another short but glorious 
week...until next year__Sim Bansi
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Let us not forget though, the 
remarkable athletic physiques of the 
IH male runners who participated in 
the Cross Country. With the likes 
of de Rooy, Muniratna, Pang and 
Drabsch (he even contemplated a leg 
wax to accentuate the rippling thigh 
muscles), it was no wonder that we 
came first and second, and still had 
time to run back and collect up the 
'witches hats’ on the way to the 
finish. What, I beg your pardon? 
Did I forget to mention at the wrong 
end!! ! !
No seriously folks the 1991 
effort in cross-country was 
something about which we can hold 
our heads high. The performance was 
something else!! This year we had 
eleven competitors, compared to the 
meagre four which participated in 
1990. The dedication of such 
athletes as Stewart McGlashan 
(bruised leg), and Andrew Wu 
(generally unwell) and Nie Saw (mild 
attack of hell, its really hard to 
run when you can’t breathe!) really 
said it all. Thanks to all the 
guys, Doc and his merry band of 
supporters, and all the girlies for
staying to cheer us on in the final 
moments of our severe, excruciating, 
and agonizingly unbearable 
discomfort - mate we did not run 
three measly kilometres we RAN five 
kilometres. So thanks to Jason de 
Rooy, Andrew Wu, Chris Kang, Hai 
Yang Tan (Ocean), Nie Saw, Daniel 
Pang, Andrew Paddison, Navindra 
Muniratna, John Morris, Stewart 
McGlashan and Craig Drabsch...great 
effort fellas.
ANON.
CROSS COUNTRY
Surely one of the highlights 
of the IH female sporting year was 
the fantabulous performance of the 
IH Women’s Cross Country Team.
Team, Team, Team.
Fact one: Tanya Cross came
25th in the individual 3 km course.
Fact two: We fielded a relay 
team the illustrious members of this 
outfit were - Monica, Kim Davies and 
Tanya.
Fact three: We didn’t come
last we finished ahead of Union 
College at the completion of the 
competition.
In fact this performance 
is something to build on, the glory 
days are within our reach. Many 
thanks to the athletic prowess of 
Sarah Kerslake, EJ Hall, Tanya 
Cross, Kim Davies and Monica Hore, 
may you all strive for the mountain 
with the steepest gradient.
Jacqui Tarrant
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Male Basketball Report
The 1991 season was a mixed 
bag of goodies for all involved, 
with the five losses - one win 
record not quite reflecting the 
amount of fun had on court.
This year’s team was composed 
of a few 1990 survivors - Ilaitia, 
Shen, Adolf, Stewart, Ed, Wes and 
Fred, who were complemented by the 
rookie intake of Nathan and Prit, 
who with their fair share of boards, 
baskets and blocks, say a lot for 
the future of IH basketball. 
Unfortunately though, getting a full 
team on court and on time seemed to 
be a problem which quite often 
reflected on the scoresheet.
The highlights of the season 
though, included pipping Emmanuel 
25-24 at the buzzer, Shen’s trendy! 
hairdo, Tod’s magnificent 100% 
shooting from the field against 
King’s and the guest appearances of 
Oli, John, Nav and double ICC 
recipient Wes 'the enforcer’ Lerch. 
Thanks to our supporters for their 
aggressive, vocal cheering - to next 
years team...
___ Happy dribbling,
Fred Atalifo - Basketball convenor.
NETBALL REPORT
This year 19 keen young ladies 
signed up to play Netball which was 
a stark contrast to scrounging for 
players in previous years!! What 
was even more remarkable was that we 
had enough people at training each 
week to do match play.
Some people, like our American 
import Maria were keen to learn this 
foreign game, others hadn’t played 
since school and there were even
some old times. I’m not certain 
whether the improved team 
performance, (from seventh to equal 
fourth), or a better looking team! 
attracted the much larger support 
following this season but each and 
everyone of us appreciated them.
Chari se and Monica were so keen to 
attract supporters they were always 
first to change into their skirts to 
show their athletic legs.
Season highlights were the
magic defence of Linda and Monica 
which spoiled many attacking 
manoeuvres; unrivalled passing and 
shooting skills by Edwina and Emma; 
speedy through court dodging by 
Tanya, Rachel, Catriona, Jacqui, 
Chari se and Ash, which gave us 
centre court drive that was 
unmatched by any other team; and
finally we must not forget our 
utility players Sarah Ralston and 
Bronwyn. (We must also not forget 
the incredible defeat of Women’s 
College! ed.)
I would sincerely like to 
thank those girls who trained every 
week without demanding to play, as 
well as those girls who gave 100% 
effort every game. Hopefully we can 
continue our climb up the ICC ladder 
next year. Congratulations must go 
to Emma Kerslake for making ICC. 
Sarah Kerslake - Coach and Convenor.
(Oh modesty darling sister, who also 
made ICC!!)
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ATHLETICS REPORT
The ICC Athletics carnival was 
held under trying circumstances this 
year, being the day after the 
BALL ! ! !
The organisation this year was also 
trying..with Johns and Women’s 
distributing a 20m tape to mark the 
Javelin! and no triangles or marking 
out for any field events. But 
despite the obvious drawbacks, the 
IH female team managed to front 
competitors in every event and male 
competitors in many.
Highlights of the day include :
- Monica (with her only training 
being dancing the night before at 
the ball) streaking the field to win 
the Blue ribbon event, the female 
100m.
- Linda Carnilleri winning the female 
Discus
- Craig Drabsch convincing the Men’s 
4 X 100 m relay team to become the 
IH 4 X 400 m relay team, five 
minutes after the previous race.
- The rest of the 4 x 400 m relay 
team reminding Craig after the race 
that he was the idiot who wanted to 
do it! !
- Daniel Grainger coming Fifth in 
the first Triple jump he has ever 
attempted. During his first jump 
"the wolf" lost a bit of his 
lightning, falling short of the pit, 
but managing to amuse the crowd with 
a particular well chosen and 
extremely expressive word!!!
- And one must not forget the 
Herculian effort of Dai-Bang in the 
shot putt. In a David and Goliath 
like competition, Dai was definitely 
David. Dai summoned all his noodles 
but still could not make the 
required distance to win!! He did 
manage to gain maximal crowd support 
though, with his revolutionary 
Discus-spin before unleashing the 
Shot?! But it is efforts such as 
this that make one proud to belong 
to International House.
Many thanks go to Daniel Grainger, 
Mark Keir, Andrew Paddison, Dai-Bang 
Nguyen, Craig Drabsch, Linda
Carnilleri, Monica (legend) Höre, EJ 
Hall, Emma Kerslake, Charise 
Kennedy, Jackie Olsen and Sarah
Kerslake. It is worthy to note that 
the female team, one of the smaller 
contingents at the games, gained 
much credit in placing fourth 
overall. Congratulations to Monica 
and Linda for making the ICC 
Athletics Team and to all the people 
who supported and the people who 
represented IH as officials.
Greg Campbell 
Athletics Convenor.
TOUCH FOOTBALL
The culmination of the Touch 
Football season saw the IH team 
eclipse three other talented sides 
to finish fourth on the ICC Cup, 
all-encompassing table of winners. 
International House crack coach Mr 
Murray Hargrave (Muz) was a new 
appointment this year, taking on the 
position with typical gusto, and 
tailored the team into a competent 
football outfit. The team played 
with Hargrave inspired flair, but 
unfortunately the occasional breach 
of our defensive line did result in 
a slight loss every so often.
Regular best on field award 
winner, Monica Hore, was regularly 
sensational and received the 
ultimate accolade - named in the ICC 
Super League touch Team!
Congratulations to the 1991 
players: Tanya, Brenda, Kate Dwan,
Charise, Sarah K, Rachel, Kim, Barb, 
Kate B, Louise H, Kate F, Fiona, 
Monica, and Kristen.
TEAM, TEAM, TEAM,
Jacqui Tarrant - Touch Convenor.
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MALE SQUASH
This year we tried a daring 
tactical move: - to make the worst 
player in the ICC competition IH 
squash convenor. It worked! The IH 
men’s squash team won its first 
match in four years, (so I’ve been 
told). Perhaps it was my brilliant 
start against Leo’s that did it for 
us - scoring three whole points in 
the first game. It was leadership 
style like this that spurred my 
colleagues on (Pritpal Bansi, 
Navindra Muniratna and Rob Wells) to 
soar to the heights of beating 
Leo’s.
Unfortunately, we didn’t win 
any other matches - we were narrowly 
beaten on games 8-7 by both John’s 
and Cromwell, but I had a good time! 
Result: equal Fifth, or equal second 
last depending on which way you look 
at it.
Special congratulations to Nav 
for making ICC and many thanks to 
everyone that supported squash this 
year, and good luck to next year’s 
team. At this rate of improvement 
we will be ICC champions in three 
years...
Paul Arkinstall - 
Male Squash Convenor.
SNOOKER AND BILLIARDS
After a lot of hassle working 
out team members for this years ICC 
Snooker and Billiards, the final 
team of Paul Arkinstall (Billiards 
2), Jason Werry (Snooker 1), Brandon 
Harvey (Snooker 2) and myself as 
Billiards 1, took on the rest of the 
colleges best in this very tiring 
and physical sport. Without the 
necessary full size table to 
practice/play on, we were relegated 
to training at Cromwell, sometimes 
being abused for taking up their 
table time. However, we had a few 
memorable victories, with each team 
member having at least one win, 
including Paul, who never before had 
taken up a cue in anger. We had 
fun, realised that Kings and Leos 
are still complete and utter 
dickweeds with their sportsmanship, 
and we didn’t get the wooden spoon. 
We were secondlast.
Craig Drabsch - Snooker and 
Billiards Convenor.
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CRICKET REPORT
The IH cricket team started 
the 1991 season in the same form
they displayed last year - simply
devastating. IH bowled out Union 
for a total of 114 runs and then
blasted their way to victory in 13 
overs. Unfortunately, the season
was not to be all smooth sailing. 
If you are a male, who lives in 
college, and I did not come and wake 
you up at 7.50 am on a Saturday
morning, then consider yourself 
lucky! No, we didn’t suffer the
embarrassment of fielding less than 
11 players in any match, but well... 
some mornings it was not looking 
good. The cricketers all seemed to 
hate getting out of bed before 8.05 
am (even though the game start at 8 
am). I would like to thank all the 
guys who played for us this season: 
Nav, Tod, Oli, Mark K, Mark C, 
Julian, Lawrence, John C, John H, 
Jason, Scott, Craig, Jamie, Philip, 
and Paul, and particularly those who 
attended games and net sessions 
regularly.
Other highlights of the season 
include - IH defeating Cromwell, 
watching Lawrence try to figure out 
how, and where, a box is worn. 
Watching Lawrence try and figure out 
how and where a thigh pad is worn. 
Craig Drabsch’s century against 
Emmanuel (off 67 balls!). The joke 
of the season would be having a 
blind umpire!
Despite all the problems we 
still managed 4th position on the 
ICC ladder and 2 players gained ICC 
selection, Craig Drabsch and myself. 
Oh and lets not forget the favourite 
saying of the season, "anyone like a 
game of cricket!".
Andrew Paddison, Cricket Convenor.
GOLF
Well, once again IH excelled 
in the theatre of ICC golf. We 
became the only team in the
competition to break 400 (as a group
of 4) with a combined total of 419. 
Rob Wells again stamped his
dominance upon the St. Lucia course 
with a fine 97 whilst we kept up on 
the fine tradition of having one of 
our players not handing in a card. 
Tod Mathews, using the excuse of 
being sick, faltered on the
thirteenth hole to leave the day 
early after recording the best first 
9 hole score of 47. (I thought the 
aim was to keep the score low Tod!). 
Andrew Paddison played exceptionally 
well to card a very nice 104, and 
even had his sights on the pin shot 
for a while. Matthew Wälder, 
playing in his first ICC golfing 
day, hit off with one of the first 
groups to go out and did not have a 
very pleasant day, shooting 118. 
Paul Arkinstall, taking over the 
role as number six player (from 
Navindra Muniratna, who, we are 
told, had to do some 'gardening’ for 
a very ancient lady) played 18 holes 
of golf worthy of any Don Bradman 
award player to have 119 only 3 
shots shy of gaining that 
illustrious award. Finally myself, 
who also didn’t have a very good 
day, and a round total of 100. At 
least I handed a card in this year!
Craig Drabsch
Golf Convenor
(The girlies also played this year, 
so thanks to Mich Crook, Kate Dwan, 
Barb, and Louise for representing 
us).
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SOCIAL REPORT
"Niei ! Wake up! We have work to do!"
Ridiculous quote? Yes. Especially at 11. an the morning after an IH party. 
Just hope that your name is not on the list to help clean up in '92, I know that I 
shall be hiding every time.
We had a good variety of parties throughout the year, O-Week’s pyjama party, 
yet another switch party (weren’t there some lovelies, Hey Rod!}, and them there were 
heaps without names - just known as "Party - Friday night".
1991 - known as "The Year Of The Bands" - saw the emergence of, dare I say it, 
TWO new bands. The first has one current college member involved. Barb Daveson, and 
was known as "Us, Her and Lucy". The second band?, note "Band" hare being defined as 
a 'group of people trying to play musical instruments in time with each other and have 
someone to sing along’, was of course the "Runge Kuttas" consisting of Shen, Paul, 
Grub, Oli and John. At least it was some form of Live entertainment, and what that 
man can do with that microphone, well, certainly drove the women wild.
The Dinner Dance this year found us "bridge-scullin" on the Brisbane River for 
three hours. I honestly didn’t know that people could actually become seasick on a 
river. Some even went to hell and back, but only after spying the devil!
The Ball___ oh yes, the Ball. An exceptionally wonderful, exquisitely
enjoyable evening was had by all who attended this fine function. The St.Lucia Golf 
Club was the scene for this event, and the seeds of doubt were in some people’s minds 
as to whether we had the place booked or not. We had.
And finally (almost), Inter-Tower Sports. What do you mean, what inter tower 
sports? It was actually held over the whole year with points being totalled at the 
end. The winning tower? A-Tower. Of course.
Finally (promise), thanks must go to those who helped me during the year, 
namely Jason de Rooy (blame him for most of the music). Nie Saw (as mentioned before 
with mopping up), Shen Flindell (yes lets go to the Liquor Barn now, Paul Arkinstall, 
Andrew Grabski, Oliver Jackson, John Hepburn, (who all helped set up Lower Martin Hall 
before every function) and anyone whose name doesn’t appear here but never-ths-less 
helped out. Thanks.
Good luck to Andrew Wu and Nie Saw for 1992. You’ll need it!! And remember 
the impossible question: "Doc, just another hour? PLEASE?"
Craig Drabsch - Social Convenor.
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SOIREE REPORT
Soiree, unlike Squash, is an 
integral part of life at 
International House. It gives us an 
opportunity to show the community 
the values which are prevalent at 
International House, including 
drinking copious amounts of beer, 
consuming la.ge quantities of food 
and leering at members of the 
opposite sex, all under the guise of 
international understanding.
This may be the way the course 
of events looks on the day, but 
having spoken to people who attended 
Soiree, they really were affected by 
the atmosphere of the day and were 
mindful of the goals of peace and 
understanding central to life at 
International House. Perhaps more 
important than the message that 
Soiree gives to the community, is 
the opportunity it gives us, as 
residents of International House, to 
reflect upon those values and 
appreciate how lucky we are to live 
in such a special environment. It 
is something that hits me every year 
at Soiree, when I see thousands of 
people enjoying the event which has 
taken months and 151 university 
students to pull off.
This year was no exception to 
the general rule that Soiree is 
blessed - the weather was perfect, 
the crowd was enormous (and spent 
even more enormous amounts of 
money), the food sold out, the 
concert was a huge success as was 
moving the beer garden out behind G- 
Tower and everyone had a great time 
judging from the comments that this 
year’s Soiree was the best ever! 
(something that is said religiously 
at the conclusion of every Soiree!).
Even more amazing than the 
perfect weather was the fact that we 
even made a profit.
None of this would have been 
possible without the contribution 
made by all the residents - in 
whatever shape or form - and in 
particular without the dedication 
and commitment of Stewart and Manty 
(Food), Tod and Yvette (Art), Rodney 
(Magazine), Murray (Displays), Kate 
Barger (Publicity), Rehka and Helen 
(Concert-external), Emma (Concert- 
internal), and Oli (Beergarden).
Love and all wonderful things,
Sandy Kilminster
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Ben A g y a r e
Mohan Jacob
M u rra y  H a r g r a v e
J e n n i f e r  Ah r e n d t
L o u i s e  Hepburn
H e le n  J e n k in s o n
J a s o n  de Rooy C h a r i  se Kennedy
Momea Höre
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F i o n a  Sharpe
A n n a l i s a  S e s t i  n i
I  l a i  t i  a Tu i sawau
Sharmaine  We l l s
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AN EX-RESIDENT’S LOOK AT THE FUTURE:
MITCHELL PORTER
A look «t the Queensland of tomorrow : The
Queensland econonic and social environment 
that I hope to experience in 25 years’ time. 
The next twenty-five years will bring more 
change everywhere than any previous period in 
human history. We cannot hope to understand 
the new context in which everything will take 
place. So let’s look first at those
revolutionary changes already transforming 
the world which I expect to dominate the 
decades immediately ahead.
Long before twenty-five years have passed it 
shall surely be apparent that we are not just 
entering a new era in international
relations, in economics, in technology or in 
world culture. It will be clear that the 
whole world is embarking on nothing less than 
a new phase of evolution, as radical as this 
sounds: the beginning of conscious evolution. 
Millions of years of geological, ecological, 
genetic, cultural, technological change have 
brought us to our current situation. For the 
most part we have been unaware happening 
around and within us. But more and mors we 
are becoming aware of the many dimensions of 
change, and human decisions increasingly 
impinge on all that happens. By choice and 
by necessity, we are assuming responsibility 
for more and more of the world. Consider 
some of the changes already on the way:
- We are passing from an industrial age 
driven by centralised institutions (nation­
states, giant corporations) and powered by 
factory work and nonrenewable resources - to 
an information age in which change originates 
within "telespheres" (global decentralised 
service networks) and fluid organisations, 
and in which wealth is generated by 
intelligent technology and human creativity.
- New forms of governance are forming at
every level: at the transnational level,
regional economic and political groupings are 
coalescing, and global institutions are 
becoming more effective - at the national 
level, democratic politics and market 
economics are sweeping the world - at the 
local level, there is an increasing 
devolution of powers and responsibilities and 
increasing citizen participation.
- The biosphere and its environment are 
changing rapidly and totally, owing to the 
growing size and activities of the human 
population. The variety and the reality of 
the threats to civilisation and to life 
itself are becoming all too obvious, 
simulating the growth of environmentalism and 
leading towards the appearance of 
"sustainable societies" conscious of their 
ecological foundations.
- New images of ourselves and our world are 
emerging from the sciences: from the brain- 
mind sciences - from the explosion of 
biological knowledge - from anthropology and 
the social sciences - from nonlinear 
dynamics, the science of chaos and self­
organisation - from modern physics,
especially the notions of observer- 
participancy and nonlocal connectedness.
- Every person is being compelled to become a 
generalist rather than a specialist. People 
are increasingly interested in self- 
management of their finances - their bodies 
and minds - their lifestyles. Every 
discipline and every domain of human activity 
is becoming aware of every other: medicine - 
law - education - management - agriculture - 
industry - science - the humanities are all 
interacting and being mutually enriched.
- Movements for the realisation of human 
potential are proliferating. The techniques 
of a dozen disciplines and the knowledge of a 
hundred cultures are converging to create the 
realisation that human beings have an 
enormous capacity to learn, to change, to 
transcend old limits and to escape the past, 
no matter how painful the experience. 
Abilities once considered freaks of nature or 
simply impossible are increasingly documented 
and understood.
- Movements for the realisation of social 
potential are also proliferating. Movements 
for civil rights and human rights are on the 
rise everywhere. Attempts to make war, 
famine, poverty obsolete are increasingly 
frequent. All over the world and in every 
society groups who have been silent for 
centuries are at long last finding a public 
voice. Ancient indignities are being 
recognised and named foe the very first time: 
ración - sexism - patriarchy - ageism.
- Modern transport and communication are 
introducing the world's cultures to each 
other. The diversity of human lifestyles and 
living conditions is becoming evident to 
everyone, and in turn the awareness and 
personality of each individual is opening up. 
We are learning to experience novelty and 
diversity without anxiety. The first truly 
global civilisation is on the way.
If this catalogue of changes strikes you as 
absurdly optimistic or utopian beyond belief 
take another look. It was a description of 
the present - not the future. Almost without 
exception it describee changes already 
happening. There was probably very little 
that you did not know about in some form. 
Any appearance of novelty was due to the fact 
that it is still rare for all of these 
changes to be considered all at once.
But that will not be the case, long before 
twenty-five years have passed.
That i8 why I have focussed on the big 
picture first. Anyone who seeks to 
understand the long-range future of anything 
must first have same conception of how it 
relates to the whole - otherwise their 
projections will be stillborn. And although 
we are all developing a global awareness as 
new information pours in every day, it is my 
impression that our understanding of the 
world is still too fragmented and incomplete 
to take a unified perspective for granted. 
What happens if we set about realising all 
our potentials? It seems to me that hardly 
anyone is bold enough even to pose openly
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such a question. Yat we have everything to 
gain and nothing to fear fro* visione of a 
better future. Even if their details are 
inevitably short sighted they are the Most 
effective catalysts we have for the formation 
of the real future.
It is in this spirit that I present the 
following sketch of the state of Queensland 
in twenty-five years. I do not consider this 
future to be inevitable - only likely. 
Queensland, like Australia will be 
Multiracial and multicultural. There will be 
many more people from all the countries of 
the Asia-Pacific region - China, Korea, 
Japan, Indonesia. Malaysia - as well as the 
world beyond - Africa, Europe and the 
Aaericas. The Aboriginal peoples of northern 
and central Queensland will also be a strong 
presence.
The population will grow and spread, both in 
the coastal urban regions and in new inland 
cooMunities. The increase in numbers will be 
due overwhelmingly to immigration. There 
will also be an increasingly large transient 
population of tourists and holiday-makers, 
businesspeople and convention-goers.
All these people will be planetary 
citizens. Nearly all will have travelled 
extensively beyond Australis and like most of 
the world they will have access to riches of 
information unparalleled in history. But 
they will also be conscious of the riches of 
their immediate environment - psychological, 
material, social, cultural, ecological - in a 
way hard to imagine now.
The nature of “work" will have changed. With 
traditional industrial production becoming 
clean, automated, decentralised and 
diversified, and with managerial hierarchies 
evolving into the networks of consultants - 
the old work ethic will become a work 
aeethetic. More people than ever before will 
be able to enjoy their "work" - to choose 
what they do - when and where they do it - 
who they work with. As more and more of each 
day is spent in creative joyful and desired 
activities the very notion of work will 
rapidly become obsolete.
- Possessing greater leisure and freedom and 
fewer inhibitions people will want to explore 
their potentials, and everyone will possess 
the means to do so. the increased openness 
and diversity of personal contacts - the easy 
accessibility of the world and the presence 
of global organisations' - the existence of 
interactive user-friendly information outlets 
and expert system tutors - the increasingly 
experienced excitement of discovering
something new - all these trends will 
interface and make learning universal and 
ongoing.
The quality of everyone’s emotional life will 
also improve tremendously. The experience of 
positive change and the prospect of an 
exciting open future will dissolve negativism 
and self-doubt - a more libertarian
atmosphere will release many people to live 
the way they want without fear - increasing 
self-reliance and self-honesty will divest
relationships of anxiety and deception - an 
increasing understanding of mind-body 
relations will encourage spontaneous 
expressions of affection - a new pride in 
one’s feeling will replace embarrassment and 
repression.
Above all it will be clear that new worlds 
are on the way. Life expectancy will be 
above 100 and rising by age will matter less 
and less as rejuvenation and reinvigoration 
pass from being dreams to being daily 
realities. even as it achieves a global 
consciousness the world will be moving on to 
a cosmic and universal perspective as the 
ongoing opening of space touches more and 
more lives. The fantastic potential of the 
human brain to adapt and to create - 
amplified by the computer and by the 
increasing cooperation of the whole species - 
will be demonstrated daily in the life of 
each person. These and other evolutionary 
advances we can scarcely anticipate now will 
give the long-term future a promise it has 
never possessed, and the perspective of 
history - the many "insurmountable" obstacles 
already overcome - will give us confidence 
that we can cope with such unprecedented 
change.
All this I hope will be part of my future - 
and yours - Queensland's - and the world’s - 
twenty-five years from now, and beyond. We 
are entering an age when the limits of what 
is possible will be defined more and more by 
the limits of what we conceive to be 
possible. There is no reason to delay and 
every reason to act now. As futurist Barbara 
Marx Hubbard once wrote: “THE FUTURE EXISTS 
FIRST IN IMAGINATION - THEN IN WILL - THEN IN 
REALITY".
Just a note of special thanks to 
Greg for his enthusiasm and to Katie 
Stride for her computer knowledge! 
A little thank you to Mark for 
letting me wake him up and not 
yelling, and one must not forget to 
thank Jason de Rooy for his 
guidance, excellent photography and 
patience. Also to all the people 
who have been supportive and offered 
assistance throughout the year
Thankyou Emma Kerslake.
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FOURS YEARS A RETROSPECTIVE
The request was for a retrospective view of my 
four years in college. I started off with that 
intention but found the task a near impossibility.
To put events, faces and emotion into words will 
never do justice to my years at International House.
Realisation also dawned that this will be my 
final words to my international friends. So, I will 
abandon the cryptic humour that lace our conversations, 
(Valedictory night a renowned example), and instead opt 
for a touch of seriousness.
All I want and can say is that International 
House has been a haven of learning for me. The people 
and faces that have graced its walls never fail to 
amaze me, each so unique, each with a story to tell and 
a lesson to teach if we be willing pupils. No 
particular year at International House has ever been 
the same. Each year we have our own 'eruptive events’ 
the same mundane topic of G-Tower keys and the ever 
elusive discussion, almost always to no avail, about 
integration. But each year these continue to be some 
of the real issues that plague the lives of IHers.
Truly International House is amazing. Amidst all 
the problems that surround it, it strives towards a 
dream of fostering togetherness amidst differences. We 
will never completely assimilate our differences, 
indeed that’s not the ideal of brotherhood. What we 
must learn from this place is that despite our 
differences, we must and can find a common plane to 
communicate.
If we achieve that common plane where we can 
stand together as equals, we will have achieved our 
motto "brotherhood prevails”.
The common plane....The realist in me knows that 
the common plane will never completely be achieved. 
But I am comforted by the words of pioneer IHers before 
me; words that have resounded in almost every year of 
Valedictory speeches: "International House is what you 
make of it."
It’s with this that I bid you goodbye and good 
luck. If you make of International House what you 
believe it can achieve, then only will it achieve.
Adieu, Sharon Conci som.
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